October 10, 2017

TO:        Texas A&M AgriLife Business Administrators
SUBJECT:   New Energy Contract awarded by the Texas A&M University System

For those units who are purchasing electricity from Champion, The Texas A&M University System has awarded a new electricity contract to the General Land Office (GLO). The term of the agreement is Sept 1, 2017 thru 8/31/2020.

Please be aware that the GLO has assigned payments to Cavallo. You will be receiving invoices from GLO but will be paying invoices to Cavallo per the terms of the contract. Use FAMIS VID #1XXXX29770. The pricing is locked at $39.60/MWH through 8/31/21. Current pricing shows we can lock in 9/1/21 through 8/31/22 at @$37/MWH.

New Contract details include:

- **“Switching” from Champion Energy to GLO Texas State Power Program** – all locations will have a first bill from GLO based on the individual meter read that occurs on or after 9/1/2017
  - Note: Some locations have a first meter read at the start of October 2017
- **GLO Billing** - will look the same as today but with GLO brand and all billing addresses/contacts will remain the same.
- **GLO Add/Delete process** – This process will be easier for Texas A&M University System under the GLO contract. Instructions are listed and the attached Word document includes the instructions for each Texas A&M University System team to keep in their process documentation.
- You may direct questions regarding billing, service issues or changes in service to Texas A&M University System – GLO General Billing and Add/Delete Inquiries should go to Ana Solorzano.
  - Office: 713.373.3485
  - Cell: 832.228.3461
  - Fax: 713.366.8903
  - Email: Asolorzano@CavalloTSPP.com
- Texas A&M University System – GLO contract inquiries should be addressed to Tracy Ross.
  - Office: 281.653.1809
  - Cell: 713.446.8816
  - Email: TRoss@CavalloTSPP.com

Please cc: Dee Ann Schneider da-schneider@tamu.edu.